
When you’ve mastered the bounce, let the games 
begin! Box is a perfect beginners game that anyone 
can play. Challenge a friend and accumulate  
points to win.

•Alternating shots.
•Any hole = 1 point.
•The first to 10 points wins.

2 playersRules

Box

2 - 4 players

Many of our beginner games get you ready for more 
difficult versions of Change. After a few games of 
Singles, you’ll be ready to take it to the next level 
with Change Hole.

•Alternating shots.
•The first to 15 points wins.

Rules

Singles

3 points
1 point - lands  

on the board.

A game for anyone ready to develop those distance 
shots necessary for more advanced games like 
Baseball and Tower of Power.

•Alternating shots.
•Closest hole = 1 point.
•Farthest hole = 2 points.
•The first to 11 or more points wins.

2 playersRules

Bridge

Are you ready for another challenge? Check out 
Close Out! This game requires you to bounce that 
quarter to new heights.

•Alternating shots.
•First player to make both holes wins.

2 playersRules

Close Out

All games start by bouncing 
a quarter off of the Launch Pad 
 
•Bounce flat side of quarter off of the Launch Pad.
•Aim your shot towards the hole.
•Move Launch Pad further away as your 
    accuracy improves. 

Level up! Games are arranged by skill level  
and labeled with coin icons. The more coins  
you see, the more challenging  
the gameplay.

Welcome to  
The Change Game



Bounce your quarter even higher when playing 
Cricket. This game is for those that love a challenge 
as you’ll need maximum bounce to conquer 
that top hole.

•Alternating shots.
•Make all 3 shots to win.
•Shot 3 must clear both holes. 
•Players may make shots in any order. 
•Make all 3 shots to win.

2 playersRules

Shot 1
Shot 2
Shot 3

Cricket

If you’ve ever been to a backyard BBQ, this game 
might look familiar. The rules of Change Hole are 
similar to Cornhole, but you don’t need a spacious 
yard to get your game on. Play anywhere!

•Alternating shots.
•First to score exactly 21 wins.

2 - 4 playersRules

3 points
1 point - lands  

on the board. 
2 points

Change Hole

Launch Pad
Back of Launch 
Pad may not pass 
Change Piece.

Each hole represents a base on the diamond. 
Score more runs than your opponent to win. 
Swing for the fences!

•In the hole = Hit.
•Miss the board = Out.
•Lands on board = Foul.
•Hits the board = Strike.
•Games can last 3, 6, or 9 innings.
•Team that scores the most wins. 

2 - 8 playersRules

Baseball

Homerun
Triple 

Double 
Single

You’ll need a combination of height and distance 
to conquer Tower of Power. The tougher the shot, 
the higher the point value. So get those 
quarters bouncing!

•Alternating shots.
•First player to exactly 11 points wins.

2 playersRules

3 points
2 points

1 point

Tower Of Power

This is a game for all the ballers out there.

•Any hole can be made.
•Launch Pads can be moved while shooting. 
•When shot is made, basket and Launch Pad  
    remain in place.
•Opponents must match the exact shot.
•Player that fails to match a shot earns a letter.
•Players are eliminated if they spell C-H-A-N-G-E.
•Last player remaining is the winner. 

2+ playersRules

Basketball

Basket

Launch 
PadAlternate 

Shots

•Server gets up to 2 shots.
•Players can only accumulate points as server.
•Server has the option to shoot for either 1 hole.
•Making opposite 1 hole is a point (Ace).
•Closest 1 hole is a lob shot (No points scored).
•Returner has up to two chances to return a lob shot. 
•Returner can shoot through either of the 2 holes  
    or closest 1 hole.
•Shots must be bettered or matched by opponent.
•Play continues until player fails to match shot  
    in two tries. 
•Player that fails to match shot becomes returner. 
•First to four points wins the game.

2 playersRules

Tennis

1 Hole
2 Holes

1 Hole



Target 1 
Target 2 
Target 3 
Target 4 
Target 5 
Target 6

2 - UnlimitedRules

KING vs. CHALLENGER : KING serves the  
CHALLENGER all four holes are open. 
Made Shot by KING: CHALLENGER must match the 
KINGs shot to return serve. If  CHALLENGER makes the 
return shot, KING has the option to shoot at any hole.
CHALLENGER misses return shot: Next player in line 
jumps in to challenge. King must shoot at hole not used in 
the previous game to start a new game.
Missed shot by KING: CHALLENGER can now serve 
to the KING, shooting at any hole and following the same 
rules as when the KING serves. 
Missed return shot by KING: Follow the same  
rules as when CHALLENGER misses the shot and the  
CHALLENGER is now the KING.

Four Square

• Players flip a quarter to see who shoots first.
•  Players alternate shots, both shooting at  

the same target.

SCORING
•In the hole- 3 pts
•Hit the Pin-2 pts (If pin falls, no points)
•Closest to the pin-1 pt
•First to 21 point wins
•OVERTIME- Best round wins

2-4 playersRules

Horseshoes

•  The game is a 1 person race down the hill. 
•  The game can be timed or measured by how many 

shots it takes to make all four holes. 
•  The player must make the hole closest to them in 

order to advance down the hill. Once that hole is 
made, it is closed and the player now shoots for the 
next closest hole. 

•  If a player makes a different hole than the one they 
were supposed to be shooting at, it does not count. 

FASTEST TIME OR LEAST AMOUNT OF SHOTS 
DOWN THE HILL WINS SLALOM

1 playerRules

Slalom

•  Just like the video game, you must climb to the top 
of the structure.  

•  The player must make the targets in succession in 
order to reach the top of the structure. 

1st Target- closest hole on the ground level
2nd Target- Bottom hole on 2 board
3rd Target- Top Hole on 2 board
4th Target- Quarter must land on top Change Piece 
5th Target- Through hole at the top 
6th Target (Finish) - Land on top of Highest Change 
Piece 

2 playersRules

Donkey Coin

This game is based on the popular arcade game  
Skee-ball, but instead of tossing balls you’re bouncing 
quarters. You won’t win tickets, but at least in this 
game you get to keep your Change!

•5 shots for each player.
•Player with the most total points wins.

2+ playersRules

100 points
60 points
40 points
20 points

Skee-hole

•Player has four downs to make each yard hole. 
•Players always begin shooting at the 25 yard hole.
•If 25 yard hole is made within four shots, player  
    moves on. If not, opponent takes possession. 
•Player may choose to kick a field goal if shooting  
    for the touchdown hole.
•Field goal is made by bouncing the quarter off  
    the Launch Pad through the goal posts.
•Touchdown is worth 6 points
•Player must kick a field goal for an extra point  
    after a touchdown. 
•Field goal is worth 3 points
•First to seven or more points wins.

2 - 4 playersRules

Goal Posts
Touchdown

75 Yard Hole
50 Yard Hole
25 Yard Hole

Football

Target 1 
Target 2 
Target 3 
Target 4

1 Point 
3 Points



Rules players

Rules playersRules players Rules playersRules players

@weplaychange

Create your own versions of The Change Game!
Tag us on social media and share how you play the game! 

Launch It  
Bounce quarters anywhere 

with the Launch Pad

Change It Up  
Easily switch from

game-to-game, to game

Create Your Own  
Countless ways to 

personalize it your way


